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Electronic health records (EHRs) are a valuable data source that, in conjunction with deep learning (DL)
methods, have provided important outcomes in different domains, contributing to supporting decision-making.
Owing to the remarkable advancements achieved by DL-based models, autoencoders (AE) are becoming
extensively used in health care. Nevertheless, AE-based models are based on nonlinear transformations, resulting
in black-box models leading to a lack of interpretability, which is vital in the clinical setting. To obtain insights
from AE latent representations, we propose a methodology by combining probabilistic models based on Gaussian
mixture models and hierarchical clustering supported by Kullback-Leibler divergence. To validate the method
ology from a clinical viewpoint, we used real-world data extracted from EHRs of the University Hospital of
Fuenlabrada (Spain). Records were associated with healthy and chronic hypertensive and diabetic patients.
Experimental outcomes showed that our approach can find groups of patients with similar health conditions by
identifying patterns associated with diagnosis and drug codes. This work opens up promising opportunities for
interpreting representations obtained by the AE-based model, bringing some light to the decision-making process
made by clinical experts in daily practice.

1. Introduction
Currently, due to advances in medicine and technology, people live
longer, with higher rates of individuals over 65 years. This aging phe
nomenon is particularly evident in developed countries, with an
increasing number of elderly individuals more prone to develop chronic
conditions such as diabetes and hypertension [1]. Individuals suffering
from these diseases substantially increase the economic burden and
health service demand due to hospital readmissions, adverse events and
constant visits to primary and specialized care [2]. Beyond costs, the
quality of life for patients with chronic conditions usually worsens,
which can cause high rates of disability and mortality for acute cases [3].

Both health stakeholders and policy-makers are intensifying efforts to
foster prevention and awareness, and searching for advanced ap
proaches based on machine learning (ML) to provide an efficient method
to identify chronic patients early and improve their care and treatment
[4].
Among the state-of-the-art ML approaches, deep learning (DL)
methods have achieved excellent outcomes across different domains in
the last decade [5]. Inspired by the significant strides shown in other
disciplines, several DL-based approaches have been conducted in clin
ical settings [6]. The rapid adoption of electronic health records (EHRs)
has generated vast registers of data that offer great opportunities for
clinical research [7]. In conjunction with EHRs, DL-based models have
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been extensively used for extracting knowledge and discovering patterns
in a myriad of works, supporting the clinical decision-making [8,9].
However, EHR data can be heterogeneous, noisy, sparse and charac
terized by a high number of features (high-dimensional data), making it
more difficult for knowledge discovery and the application of conven
tional data-driven methods on the original data space.
To circumvent these challenges, many dimensionality reduction
techniques have been proposed [10]. These encompass different linear
and nonlinear approaches transforming the original high-dimensional
features into a new set of features, which capture relevant information
from data [10]. Due to the success achieved by DL-based models, the use
of the autoencoder (AE) [11] has been extended to the clinical setting
[6]. AE relies on a nonlinear transformation of the original data space
into a lower-dimensional space, known as latent representation (LR)
space. Several studies have demonstrated that LRs can capture relevant
clinical insights from raw data [12,13], with the denoising autoencoder
(DAE) being effective in creating a robust a lower-dimensional space
[14].
Despite the undeniable success of DL approaches, nonlinear trans
formations create models with a lack of interpretability (referred to as
black-box models) that cause important shortcomings in extracting
knowledge, particularly in the clinical domain [15]. Interpretation is
defined as the process of generating human-understandable explana
tions on outcomes provided by computational models [16]. There is a
growing concern, especially in the DL research community, about the
interpretation of models beyond results, focusing efforts on the devel
opment of interpretable models [15]. Consequently, the number of papers
related to interpretability has rapidly increased in recent years
[17,18,19,20]. Model interpretability methods are classified according
to several criteria, being one of the most accepted divisions into two
categories: intrinsic and post hoc methods. In intrinsic methods, inter
pretability is present in the inner structure of the models, namely, selfexplanatory models. Some examples are tree-based models and gener
alized linear models [21]. In the post hoc methods, the strategies of
interpretation are the next step to training, extracting knowledge from
trained models through an auxiliary method [22]. Although several
works for model interpretability have been proposed in the literature,
the majority of them aim to understand how models make predictions
(supervised learning methods) [23,24], and few studies have interpreted
unsupervised learning methods such as AEs.
To interpret unsupervised approaches, four research lines can be
distinguished [25,26,27]: (i) to select explanatory or saliency features,
(ii) to build disentangled representations, (iii) to visualize data in a
lower-dimensional space by finding similar samples by proximity and
(iv) to find corresponding relationships between raw and transformed
features. For explanatory features, methods in the literature aim to find
specific features that capture relevant properties for a specific problem
[25]. Recent advances have sought to improve features generated during
the unsupervised learning process, building the called disentangled
representations that gather an intrinsic meaning [26] (e.g., with face
pictures, extracting hair color, nose size or others). In clinical settings,
several works have looked for interpretation with the projection of data
into a lower-dimensional space (commonly two or three dimensions),
aiming to find patterns by the proximity of projected patients [12,13].
Remark that in health care, model interpretability acquires great
importance, since a lack of interpretability may hamper decisionmaking [6]. It is paramount to develop a reasonable comprehension of
the specific clinical problem and to gain valuable insights from analyzed
data.
This paper presents a methodology based on probabilistic methods
for interpreting AE-based models, with application in clinical settings.
This approach aims to find hidden patterns to distinguish groups of
patients with common clinical conditions. Our work lies within the
context of post hoc interpretability methods by applying probabilistic
approaches, in particular Gaussian mixture models (GMM), to gain in
sights into the characterization of the patient's health status.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A data description and
the proposed methodology for interpreting AE-based models are pre
sented in Section 2. Experimental results are detailed in Section 3.
Finally, the discussion and conclusions are presented in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Data collection and preprocessing
Data for this study were extracted from EHRs collected by the Uni
versity Hospital of Fuenlabrada (UHF). UHF is a public hospital located
in Madrid (Spain) that provides medical services to six health centers
and encompasses approximately 225,000 inhabitants. We focus on
chronic patients due to their importance in developed societies with
aging populations. Diabetes and hypertension are among the most
prevalent chronic conditions, especially among elderly people. It is
estimated that 75% of people will suffer from chronic diseases world
wide [1].
To determine the patient health status, we considered a population
classification system named clinical risk groups (CRGs), version 1.8
[28]. CRGs are oriented toward chronic conditions and have been
internationally validated by the health care community [29,30]. CRGs
consider patient encounters with the health system at a limited time
period (usually one year) and assign patients to one group according to
their health status. CRGs consider both demographic data (age and sex)
and clinical codes (with the corresponding timestamp), including di
agnoses, procedures and medical drugs. There are nine core health
status groups, which are hierarchically organized from 1 (healthy pa
tients) to 9 (the worst health status). Intermediate values correspond to
acute diseases, a single chronic condition, or several chronic conditions,
providing more than one thousand groups or health statuses.
Health statuses are identified by five numbers: the first indicates the
core health group; the next three numbers in the middle identify the
chronic condition number, and the four previous digits refer to the
CRGs; the last digit refers to the severity level. In this work, we only
considered the first four digits due to the limitation in the number of
patients in some CRGs. We focused on three CRGs, namely, CRG-1000
(healthy), CRG-5192 (hypertensive) and CRG-5424 (diabetic), with
46,835, 12,447, and 2166 patients for one natural year, respectively.
Since the number of patients associated with each CRG is highly
imbalanced and ML algorithms may be affected by the class imbalance
learning problem [31], we followed a random sampling strategy as in
[32,33]. Thus, the number of patients considered per CRG is limited by
CRG-5424 (2166 patients).
In this work, EHRs contain diagnoses from primary and specialized
care, as well as pharmaceutical drug dispensation. Diagnoses were
coded according to the International Classification of Diseases-9th
Revision Clinical Modification (ICD9-CM) [34]. Drugs were coded ac
cording to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) Classification
System [35]. Both ICD9-CM and ATC codes consist of a determined
number of alpha-numeric characters organized in a hierarchical manner.
Some ICD9-CM codes directly related to the chronic conditions analyzed
in this paper are codes 250.01 (diabetes mellitus without mention of
complications, type I) and 401.1 (benign essential hypertension). Some
ATC codes included in drug therapy for chronic conditions are A10BA02
(metformin) and C09AA02 (enalapril). Since each code can be consid
ered a potential feature, the dimensionality of the feature space can
notably increase, reaching 13,000 potential codes for diagnoses and
3430 for drugs.
To circumvent the curse of the dimensionality problem [36], we
proposed in previous works [32,33] to limit the number of features by
reducing the detail of the aforementioned codes. For ICD9-CM codes, we
only worked with the category code (three alpha-numeric elements),
while for ATC codes, we retained up to the chemical level (five alphanumeric elements). This approach resulted in a total of 2263 features,
2
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with 1517 and 746 features for diagnoses and drugs, respectively.
Therefore, we propose to represent the encounters of a patient by a bi
nary vector of 2263 features (see Panel (a) in Fig. 2). A value of ‘1’ in a
feature means that the corresponding code is present in at least one
patient EHR, while a value of ‘0’ means that the code was not registered.
To provide a graphical characterization of a specific group of pa
tients, we compute the profiles associated with diagnosis/drug codes. In
previous works [32,37], we defined the profile as a representation
where the x-axis shows ICD9-CM and ATC codes and the y-axis repre
sents the presence rate of each code when considering patients associ
ated with a group. For each group of patients (assume the group is
composed of N patients), the group profile is obtained from the
concatenation of D elements (codes of diagnoses and drugs). For the d-th
element in the profile (e.g., assume it is associated with the hypertension
diagnosis), its value is computed as the proportion of N patients pre
senting the particular diagnosis code of hypertension (ICD9-CM ‘401’).
Thus, profiles with elements close to 1 indicate that almost all patients in
that group have the same code (either diagnosis or drug). This profile
provides an overall vision of more representative diagnoses and drugs
linked to one group of patients. Taking CRG-5424 as an example, its
diagnosis profile (see green line in Fig. 1 (a)) shows the prevalence of
ICD9-CM ‘250’ (diabetes mellitus) with a value over 0.8, indicating that
approximately 80% of patients in CRG-5424 present this diagnosis code
in the EHR. Concerning the drug profile, Fig. 1 (b) shows the drugs most
dispensed, corresponding to ATC codes: ‘A10BA’ (biguanides) and
‘C10AA’ (HMG CoA reductase inhibitors). The first is frequently pre
scribed for diabetes treatment, and the second one is utilized for
lowering cholesterol. Regarding CRG-5192, ICD9-CM ‘401’ (essential
hypertension) stands out among other codes, being the most important
diagnostic code used (with a presence rate of 0.8) for hypertension (see
orange line in Fig. 1). In terms of drugs, the most prevalent drugs for
CRG-5192 were ATC ‘C09AA’ (ACE inhibitors) and ‘C10AA’ (HMG CoA
reductase inhibitors), drugs commonly used in hypertension treatment.

the Gaussian components of the GMM on each LD, we identified what we
called regions of interest (ROIs). In the second stage, clustering of
similar LDs was conducted by using Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD)
as a dissimilarity measure. We used the ROIs of each LD belonging to the
same cluster to identify hidden patterns and characterize complex
clinical conditions.
2.3. Autoencoders and latent dimensions
The simplest AE is a three-layer (input, intermediate, output)
network with an encoder, latent space and a decoder (see Panel (b) in
Fig. 2). The encoder transforms an input vector x into a dimensionalityreduced representation h ∈ ℝd guided by the mapping h = f(x) = f(WxT
+ b), with dimensionality d < D. The parameter W represents a weight
matrix d × D, and b corresponds to a bias vector. The decoder re
constructs an approximated representation of x guided by ̂
x = g(h) =

g(W hT + b ). W′ is a weight matrix D × d and b′ is a bias vector asso
ciated with the decoder. Functions f( ⋅ ) and g( ⋅ ) are nonlinear activation
functions (commonly a sigmoid or hyperbolic function). The AE is
trained to find optimal parameters θ = {W, b, W′ , b′ } by minimizing a
loss function.
Many AE variants have been proposed [14,39]. For instance, DAE
was proposed to generate more robust LRs [14]. The central idea behind
the DAE is to corrupt a fraction (FN) of input data by considering sto
chastic noise, with zero-masking noise (ZMN) and salt-and-pepper noise
(SPN) being the most frequently used. Both ZMN and SPN randomly
change a fraction of input values to their minimum value in ZMN and the
maximum/minimum value (according to a fair coin flip) in SPN. Note
that for binary data, minimum and maximum values correspond to 0 and
1, respectively.
′

′

2.4. Density estimation techniques for finding regions of interest
The PDF associated with each LD is estimated by considering prob
abilistic density-based models, specifically KDE and GMM. KDE, also
known as the Parzen-Rosenblatt window method [38], is a nonpara
metric technique to estimate the PDF of a continuous random variable l
as:
()
n
1 ∑
p l =
Kh (l, li )
(1)
nh i = 1

2.2. Proposed methodology for interpreting AE-based models
In this section, we introduce the proposed methodology for inter
preting AE-based models. From a dataset D = {xi }ni= 1 consisting of n
patients, the i–th patient is represented by a vector of D random vari
ables x = [x1, …, xD] ∈ ℝD. By using DAE, we transform an input vector x
into a new vector h = [h1, …, hd] ∈ℝd composed of d latent dimensions
(LDs), often called latent representation (LR). Note that the dimen
sionality of the LR is lower than that of the original dataset (D > d).
Our work was carried out by following a methodology consisting of
two stages (a schematic is given in Fig. 2). In the first stage, we estimated
the probability density function (PDF) for each LD by applying both
kernel density estimation (KDE) [38] and GMM [36]. Through the use of

where Kh( ⋅ ) is a local kernel function and h is the corresponding width.
⎛
−

⎜
A Gaussian kernel function defined as Kh ⎝u, v) = e

Fig. 1. Profiles associated with CRG-1000, CRG-5192, and CRG-5424: (a) diagnosis profiles; (b) drug profiles.
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Fig. 2. Workflow of the proposed approach: (a) representation of n patient vectors; (b) schematic of DAE; (c) two-stage methodology for interpreting clinical latent
representations.

considered. According to [40], the choice of h is significant to control the
smoothness of the PDF estimation. Large values of h provide over
smoothed PDF estimations, while small values can generate functions
very adapted to the particular samples used in PDF estimation. To select
the optimal width, several methods have been proposed in the literature,
considering Silverman's method herein [41].
A GMM is a parametric probabilistic method for estimating the PDF,
defined as a weighted sum of M Gaussian distributions, called GMM
components [36]:
( )
M
M
∑
∑
(
)
p x =
ωi ϕi x, μi , σ 2i , with
ωi = 1
(2)
m=1

interval in the LD domain that potentially allows us to identify groups of
patients with a specific health condition. The procedure to compute the
ROI was inspired by [45] and follows the following steps: (i) setting the
initial interval for each GMM component as the range of values
encompassing the majority of the area, defined as [μi − 3σi, μi + 3σi]; (ii)
establishing the overlap interval of the initial intervals; (iii) setting the
lower end of the overlap interval as the lower threshold (LT) and the
upper end as the upper threshold (UT); and (iv) establishing ROILTLD for

i=1

where ωi ∈ [0,1] is the weight (known as prior probability) of the i–th
Gaussian distribution, indicating the relative contribution of each
component to the mixture model. ϕ( ⋅ ) is a Gaussian function with pa
rameters mean μi and variance σ i2. These parameters are estimated by
optimizing the likelihood function in Eq. (2) through the iterative
expectation-maximization algorithm [42]. To determine the appropriate
number of M Gaussian components, we propose the use of both the
Bayesian inference criterion (BIC) [43] and the silhouette coefficient
index (SCI) [44]. The most appropriate value of M is selected according
to the minimum value of the BIC and the maximum value of the SCI.
In this paper, GMM components are used to obtain the ROIs associ
ated with the considered LDs. In the simplest scenario, an ROI is an

Fig. 3. Components of the GMM for a specific LD. By discarding the overlap
interval of both components, two ROIs are defined from thresholds LT and UT:
ROILTLD for LD values lower than LT and ROIUTLD for LD values greater than UT.
4
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LD values lower than LT and setting ROIUTLD for LD values greater than
UT. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 3 for an LD with two GMM
components: 1 (blue) and 2 (orange), representing their initial intervals
in the same color. The ROIs are identified as the part of the initial in
tervals disjoint with the overlap interval, and thresholds (LT, UT) are
depicted in a circle.

a corruption level of 10 and 20 latent dimensions was the most appro
priate network configuration to extract patterns of chronic diseases and
to establish groups with specific clinical characteristics.
As described in subsection 2.1, CRGs present remarkable differences
in the number of patients, emerging the class imbalance problem. To
address this issue, we considered an undersampling approach, which
modifies the class distribution of majority classes, taking as reference the
number of patients in the minority class [31]. In our case, CRG-5424
corresponded to the minority class (2166 patients). Considering CRG1000, CRG-5192 and CRG-5424, a dataset with 6498 patients was ob
tained. This resulting dataset was split into a training subset (4873 pa
tients) and an evaluation subset (1625 patients). The training subset was
used to design the DAEs as proposed in Section 2.3, whereas the eval
uation subset was considered for determining the consistency of results
provided by applying our methodology.

2.5. Identifying similarity between latent dimensions
Methods to group samples based on similarity criteria have been
successfully used in different scientific disciplines, including health care
[46]. Among these methods, agglomerative hierarchical clustering
(AHC) [47] is notably considered because (i) no prior knowledge of
cluster centers is required and (ii) the clustering result is presented as a
tree-like structure (dendrogram), hence contributing to the interpreta
tion of the underlying structure in the data. Generally, the AHC algo
rithm is based on a similarity/dissimilarity measure. In this paper, we
consider the KLD to quantify the dissimilarity DKL between the PDF p and
q associated with two LDs [48]. Note that DKL ≈ 0 when both distribu
tions are similar. To perform clustering techniques adequately, sym
metric measures are required. Therefore, we compute the symmetric
KLD defined as DKLS = DKL(p ‖ q) + DKL(q ‖ p). We consider it in the AHC
by using several linkage criteria (single, complete and average). The AHC
method was applied to group similar LDs into clusters on the assumption
that these clusters can be clinically relevant.
We proceeded next to use the resulting clusters of LDs and corre
sponding ROIs to identify patients with similar clinical characteristics.
The ROIs may serve as a base for identifying patients and characterizing
populations with specific clinical conditions. To achieve this, we
considered the parallel coordinates plot (PCP) [49], a tool that allows us
to visualize multidimensional variables and to find trends and patterns.
With the ROIs established, groups of patients were identified by using
PCP. The clinical patterns associated with each group were obtained by
computing the presence rate of every ICD9-CM/ATC code, identifying
the most representative ones.
It may be noted that each LD has two associated ROIs when M>1
(ROILTLD, ROIUTLD), and each cluster is usually composed of a set of LDs.
When the clinical complexity increases, a single LD might not be suffi
cient to identify patients with similar clinical characteristics. Then, to
identify patients with a specific health condition, we combined ROIs of
the LDs belonging to the same cluster. For selecting the ROIs, we
consider all combinations of ROILTLD, ROIUTLD linked to LDs and identify
such a combination that allows us to gather a representative number of
patients for each group.

3.2. Density estimation and clustering of latent dimensions
In this subsection, we estimate the PDF and find the ROIs associated
with each LD. Then, we perform the clustering of LDs using the AHC
method with the KLD as the similarity measure aiming to group similar
LDs. To identify the LDs, we named them using identifiers from 0 to 19 in
the first column of Table 1. For the PDF estimation, we used the KDE and
GMM techniques and compared both with the DKLS, showing that the
DKLS values are close to zero (see the second column of Table 1). Since
both methods provide similar density estimations, we henceforth used
the GMM. Fig. 4 shows, for each LD, both the PDF estimation using GMM
(in black) and the corresponding components (in different colors). To
select the number M of GMM components (see the third column in
Table 1), we used the minimum BIC and the maximum SCI. Our hy
pothesis is that LDs with M>1 may be adequate for characterizing
groups of patients with a specific clinical condition. Thus, LDs that did
not fulfill this condition (LD1, LD9, LD14, LD15) were not considered in
the next stages. With the GMM distributions associated with each LD, we
obtained the ROIs according to the method detailed in Section 2.2. These
thresholds are shown in the fourth column of Table 1.
As stated in subsection 2.5, with a single LD, it might not be
straightforward to identify patients with similar clinical characteristics.
In these cases, it might be adequate to group LDs to obtain an appro
priate characterization of different kinds of clinical conditions. For this
purpose, similar LDs are grouped into clusters through the AHC method
Table 1
Details of PDF estimation and thresholds for each LD using GMM: (First column)
LD identifier; (second column) KLD symmetric DKLS; (third column) number of
GMM components; and (fourth column) thresholds {LT, UT}, where NA stands
for “not applicable”.

3. Experimental results
This section presents the experimental setup, the results linked to
every stage of the methodology sketched in Fig. 2, and the character
ization of the groups of patients found.

LD identifier
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

3.1. Experimental setup
This subsection describes the data used for training and validation
and the hyperparameter setup considered for training DAEs. In this
work, AE-based models were implemented with Keras and Theano (as
the backend), and both Python libraries were extensively used by the ML
community. The binary cross-entropy was chosen as the cost function,
which was optimized by applying a minibatch gradient descent pro
cedure with early stopping and adaptive learning rates [50]. As acti
vation functions, we considered a rectified linear activation function
named LeakyReLU [51] for the neurons in the intermediate layer and a
sigmoid function for the output layer. Several neurons {5,10,20,30} (i.e.,
the number of LDs) for the intermediate layer were explored in DAEs, as
well as several types of noise (ZMN and SPN), considering a different
corruption level {10,50,100}. Empirical analysis showed that SPN with
5

DKLS

# GMM components

0.0235
0.0136
0.0203
0.0390
0.0290
0.0286
0.0271
0.0356
0.0343
0.0413
0.0186
0.0098
0.0158
0.0194
0.0214
0.0068
0.0245
0.0272
0.0184
0.0181

3
1
2
2
3
2
2
2
4
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2

{LT; UT}
{− 1.05; 1.78}
NA
{− 1.20; 1.26}
{− 0.82; 1.12}
{− 0.92; 1.43}
{− 1.16; 0.52}
{− 1.59; 1.16}
{− 1.99; 1.26}
{− 1.39; 1.08}
NA
{− 1.10; 1.62}
{− 0.99; 1.48}
{− 1.16; 0.92}
{− 1.21; 1.58}
NA
NA
{− 1.89; − 0.12}
{− 0.89; 0.24}
{− 0.90; 0.62}
{− 1.19; 1.40}
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Fig. 4. The PDF and Gaussian distributions of GMM for each LD. For a better display of LDs, we split them into four plots where each plot contains five LDs identified
as (a) 0–4; (b) 5–9; (c) 10–14; and (d) 15–19.

by using DKLS as the similarity measurement. Three linkage criteria were
tested (simple, complete, average), with complete linkage providing
reasonable results. The number of clusters was selected by using the SCI
[52], which provided K=4 as the number of clusters. The clustering
configuration result using the AHC with complete linkage is shown in
Fig. 5 (a), CD1 = {LD5, LD17, LD18}, CD2 = {LD2, LD3, LD6, LD7, LD12,
LD13, LD19}, CD3 = {LD0, LD8}, CD4 = {LD4, LD10, LD11, LD16}. In
addition, we show in Fig. 5 (b) a heatmap representing the DKLS values
between every pair of LDs. Lighter colors are associated with more
similar LDs.
Once clusters of LDs were found, we used the PCP to visually identify
groups of patients by establishing the ROIs for each LD belonging to a
cluster. In PCP, each variable was represented by a vertical axis, and
values for a particular sample (patient) were linked by a line connecting
the specific value of each variable. An example is provided in Fig. 6,
where Panel (a) shows all patients belonging to CRG-1000 (blue), CRG5192 (green), and CRG-5424 (red), while panels (b), (c) and (d) show
the result of progressively selecting patients by considering just one ROI
per LD in the cluster CD1. In particular, Fig. 6 (b) shows the selected
patients when using one specific ROI in LD5 (named ROIUTLD5). Note
that it is not feasible to distinguish patients with a specific clinical
condition (mixture of patients from CRG-1000, CRG-5192, CRG-5424).
By using one of the ROIs associated with LD17 (see Fig. 6 (c),
ROIUTLD17), we identified patients belonging to CRG-1000 and some of
CRG-5192. Finally, by considering one of the ROIs of LD18 (named
ROIUTLD18 in Fig. 6 (d)), the identification of patients belonging to CRG1000 was better achieved. Note that for each cluster of LDs, ROI

identification led to the characterization of patients with similar clinical
conditions.
3.3. Analysis and characterization of groups of patients
In this subsection, we characterize the groups of patients found
(using clinical data) by considering the presence rate of the diagnosis
and drug profiles. As argued, each LD has associated two ROIs (identi
fied by ROILTLD, ROIUTLD) when M>1, and each cluster is composed of a
set of LDs. Thus, since we identified four clusters of LDs in subsection
3.2, the number of groups of patients who could appear, in our case, was
eight. We checked that the relationship in terms of the diagnosis and
drug profiles was high for some pairs of groups. Therefore, to simplify
the analysis, we focus here on those groups with the most significant
clinical findings. The profiles of these groups (henceforth identified by
{Gi}i=04) are presented in Fig. 7. Note that one profile for diagnoses
(ICD9-CM codes, Fig. 7 (a)) and another profile for drugs (ATC codes,
Fig. 7 (b)) for each group of patients are depicted. The five highest
values in the profile of diagnoses and drugs per group when considering
the training subset are presented in Table 2, whereas those corre
sponding to the evaluation subset are shown in Table 3.
By inspecting the corresponding profiles of Groups G0 and G1, the
clinical characteristics shown as prevalent diagnosis code the ICD9-CM
‘250’ (see two first columns in Table 2) and significant differences in the
drug consumption. Patients in Group G0 presented a high consumption
of different types of insulin, especially ‘A10AB’ (fast-acting action) and
‘A10AE’ (long-acting action). These drugs are commonly recommended
6
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Fig. 5. (a) AHC dendrogram using complete linkage on LDs. (b) Heatmap of DKLS between every pair of LDs.

for treating type 1 diabetes [53]. In addition, in its diagnosis profile,
other diagnosis codes with values under 0.1 appeared (ICD9-CM ‘465’,
‘526’, ‘692’), neither of which is directly linked to diabetes. Patients
associated with G1 presented a prevalent consumption of ATC ‘A10BA’
(biguanides) and ‘C10AA’ (statins). Biguanides are oral anti
hyperglycemic drugs that aim to improve glucose tolerance and are the
first line of pharmaceutical treatment used for type 2 diabetes. ATC
‘C10AA’ is used to lower serum cholesterol, and it is widely used to
prevent cardiovascular disease [54]. In addition, patients of G1 also
consumed ATC ‘B01AC’ (platelet aggregation inhibitors), which is
frequently prescribed for people over 65, and used for preventing car
diovascular complications [55]. Notably, Group G1 was the most similar
in terms of the diagnosis/drug profile to CRG-5424 (see profiles in
Fig. 1). We may characterize these two groups based on their most
predominant diagnosis and drug codes as follows: G0 as insulindependent diabetic patients and G1 as mostly noninsulin-dependent
diabetic patients.
By continuing the analysis, the diagnosis profile of Group G2 showed
that the ICD9-CM code with the highest presence rate was ‘401’ (hy
pertension). Other frequent codes were ‘272’, ‘300’, ‘526’ and ‘719’.
Regarding the drug profile, patients belonging to Group G2 were char
acterized by consumption of the following ATC codes: ‘C10AA’ (0.65)
and ‘C09AA’ (0.63). It is interesting to remark that the ATC code
‘C09AA’ (angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors) is one of the
most commonly used treatments for hypertension and is also prescribed
for various cardiovascular and renal diseases [56]. Additionally, in the
drug profile, ATC ‘N05BA’ appeared to be one the most frequent. Note
that anxiolytics are used to treat sleep disorders and anxiety disorders
[57], showing a link with the ICD9-CM ‘300’ (anxiety disorders).
Group G3 includes pregnant women with ICD9-CM ‘401’ and ‘V27’

(outcome delivery) as the most representative diagnosis codes. More
over, the diagnosis profile of G3 shows other codes related to pregnancy
(see the fourth column in Table 2). In particular, the ICD9-CM code ‘648’
was quite frequent in this group, which indicates that pregnant women
suffer from complications during pregnancy such as gestational dia
betes. The drug profile of G3 showed the consumption of drugs related to
pregnancy ‘B03AA’ (iron bivalent), ‘H03CA’ (iodine therapy) and an
algesics ‘N02BB’ and ‘N02BE’. This insight is in accordance with the
clinical literature [58]. Unlike the drug profile associated with the hy
pertensive population, ATC ‘C09AA’ or other drugs used for hyperten
sion treatment are not frequent in G3 since they are not recommended in
pregnancy. For instance, ACE inhibitors and angiotensin receptor
blockers are contraindicated because of the adverse fetal effects reported
[59].
Finally, the most common codes associated with G4 are shown in the
last column of Table 2, with very low rates in comparison with previous
groups. For drugs, we observed that the most common ATC codes found
were: ‘N02BE’ (anilides) and ‘M01AE’ (propionic acid derivatives),
which are analgesics. The exploration of profiles did not show great
differences with clinical codes of CRG-1000. Thus, Group G4 could be
characterizing a healthy population.
We proceeded next to validate the generalization capability of
interpreting the clinical latent representations by analyzing the profiles
when considering test data. The profiles of the groups of test patients are
shown in Fig. 8, with the five most frequent codes presented in Table 3.
As it can be visually checked, training and test profiles are quite similar
in terms of diagnosis and drugs. A quantitative measure of the similarity
between pairs of training/test profiles in the same group reveals Pearson
coefficient values greater than 0.9 for the four groups, supporting visual
intuition.
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Fig. 6. Process of considering ROIs (black arrows) in several LDs and resulting PCP: (a) patients belonging to CRG-1000, CRG-5192, CRG5424; (b) patients selected
using ROIUTLD5; (c) patients selected with the previous ROI and ROIUTLD17; (d) patients selected using the two previous ROIs and ROIUTLD18.

Fig. 7. Group profiles obtained when considering training patients: (a) diagnosis profiles, and (b) drug profiles.

4. Discussion

In the first stage, the PDF estimation of each LD using GMM played a key
role in characterizing patients with specific clinical characteristics. This
PDF estimation allowed us to visualize how the values of an LD are
distributed, leading to the identification of ROIs, which are intervals
within the domain of an LD where patterns of a specific condition are

In this paper, the two-stage methodology proposed for interpreting
clinical LRs obtained by AE-based models showed great potential to
discover hidden patterns and groups of patients in an unsupervised way.
8
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Table 2
Description of the ICD9-CM and ATC codes with the five highest values in the
profile of diagnoses and drugs per group (training subset).
Code

Description

G0

G1

‘250’
‘272’

Diabetes mellitus
Disorders of lipoid
metabolism
Anxiety, dissociative
disorders
Essential hypertension
Acute nasopharyngitis
Acute pharyngitis
Acute upper respiratory
infections
Diseases of the jaws
Unspecified gastroenteritis
and colitis
Other current complication in
pregnancy
Normal delivery
Trauma to vulva
Contact dermatitis
Other and unspecified
disorders of joint
General symptoms
Outcome of delivery
Insulins for injection fastacting
Insulins for injection
intermediate-acting
Insulins for injection longacting
Biguanides
Platelet aggregation
inhibitors
Iron bivalent, oral
preparations
Beta blocking agents,
selective
ACE inhibitors plain
HMG CoA reductase
inhibitors
Penicillins with extended
spectrum
Combinations of penicillins
Iodine therapy
Propionic acid derivatives
Amides
Pyrazolones
Anilides
Benzodiazepine derivatives
Other antihistamines

0.98
0.10

0.83
0.57

‘300’
‘401’
‘460’
‘462’
‘465’
‘526’
‘558’
‘648’
‘650’
‘664’
‘692’
‘719’
‘780’
‘V27’
‘A10AB’
‘A10AD’
‘A10AE’
‘A10BA’
‘B01AC’
‘B03AA’
‘C07AB’
‘C09AA’
‘C10AA’
‘J01CA’
‘J01CR’
‘H03CA’
‘M01AE’
‘N01BB’
‘N02BB’
‘N02BE’
‘N05BA’
‘R06AX’

G2

G3

Table 3
Description of the ICD9-CM and ATC codes with the five highest values in the
profile of diagnoses and drugs per group (evaluation subset).

G4

0.48
0.12

0.15
0.07

0.91

0.08

0.12
0.17

0.09

0.75

G2

0.95
0.48

0.38

0.10

0.11

‘719’
‘724’

0.05
0.84

G1

0.94

‘650’
‘664’
‘692’

0.50
0.41
0.18

G0

Diabetes mellitus
Disorders of lipoid
metabolism
Essential hypertension
Acute nasopharyngitis
Acute tonsilitis
Diseases of the jaws
Unspecified gastroenteritis
and colitis
Other current complication in
pregnancy
Normal delivery
Trauma to vulva
Contact dermatits and other
eczema
Other and unspecified
disorders of joint
Other and unspecified
disorders of back
General symptoms
Outcome of delivery
Insulins for injection fastacting
Insulins for injection
intermediate-acting
Insulins for injection longacting
Biguanides
Platelet aggregation
inhibitors
Iron bivalent, oral
preparations
Dihydropyridine derivatives
ACE inhibitors plain
HMG CoA reductase
inhibitors
Penicillins with extended
spectrum
Combinations of penicillins
Iodine therapy
Propionic acid derivatives
Amides
Pyrazolones
Anilides
Benzodiazepine derivatives
Corticosteroids
Other antihistamines

‘648’

0.20
0.08
0.44

0.07

Description

‘250’
‘272’
‘401’
‘460’
‘463’
‘526’
‘558’

0.79

0.15

Code

‘780’
‘V27’
‘A10AB’

0.08

‘A10AD’

0.19

‘A10AE’

0.70

‘A10BA’
‘B01AC’

0.75
0.46

‘B03AA’

0.58

‘C08CA’
‘C09AA’
‘C10AA’

0.14
0.91

0.75
0.65

‘J01CA’
‘J01CR’
‘H03CA’
‘M01AE’
‘N01BB’
‘N02BB’
‘N02BE’
‘N05BA’
‘R01AD’
‘R06AX’

0.09

0.24

0.33

0.11

0.40

0.29

0.23

0.73
0.55
0.80
0.87

0.06
0.21
0.24
0.09

0.92

G3

0.77

0.09
0.07

G4

0.09
0.10
0.21
0.08

0.32
0.48
0.48
0.31

0.11

0.15
0.08

0.06

0.20

0.08

0.61

0.88

0.17
0.70
0.77
0.51
0.55

0.85

0.25
0.53
0.54
0.07

0.28

0.39

0.18

0.39

0.62

0.25
0.23

0.70
0.88
0.96

0.04
0.12

0.05
0.12

health care, improving their interpretation.
This methodology has also several limitations. Our approach showed
a promising capacity for obtaining knowledge from LRs associated with
clinical data, but its application is directly related to the number of LDs
in the AE-based models. Further research in this line may explore new
approaches that disentangle the potential relationship between LDs.
Furthermore, the proposed methodology is established to work with
continuous variables (either raw features or transformed features). An
extension of this methodology for dealing with heterogeneous data will
be considered in future work. It is also worth noting that we used EHR
data during a natural year. The inclusion of new patient information
during a long period of time would allow creating a tool for identifying
health trajectories and monitoring the patient's health status evolution,
potentially characterizing the dynamic course of a disease.

found. In the second stage, the discovery of clinical patterns was
improved by clustering similar LDs with the AHC based on the sym
metric KLD between every pair of PDFs linked to LDs. Our approach was
validated on groups of healthy and chronic patients, characterized both
with diagnoses and drugs. The proposed methodology allowed us to
reasonably identify in an unsupervised way groups of patients with
specific clinical conditions. For instance, we identified diabetic patients
who were mainly distinguished by the pattern of drug consumption:
insulin-dependent and noninsulin-dependent patients. Another group
comprised mainly women with a complication during pregnancy,
especially those affected by hypertension and diabetes. The literature
review noted that one of the major pregnancy complications is the high
probability of the onset of hypertension and diabetes [60]. The clinical
patterns and the groups of patients discussed in this work are based on
the results obtained in [32]. To the best of our knowledge, the novelty of
the proposed methodology is an unsupervised approach for identifying
patients with specific clinical conditions in a latent space. In addition, as
mentioned previously, in the health care domain, interpretability is vital
for the application of data-driven models in real scenarios. In this line,
our approach could support the application of AE-based models in

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised methodology that
combined probabilistic methods for interpreting AE-based models with
application in the clinical setting. This work can support clinical experts
in daily practice, bringing some light to the decision-making process
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Fig. 8. Group profiles obtained when considering evaluation patients: (a) diagnosis profiles and (b) drug profiles.

when using nonlinear methods. Furthermore, our proposal has proven to
be useful for visualizing patterns and extracting the most significant
clinical features associated with specific clinical conditions. Our work
opens up promising opportunities in the health care domain since the
methodology can also be extrapolated to more complex and sophisti
cated scenarios or applications, allowing us to find groups of patients
with complex health conditions, for instance, patients suffering from
multimorbidity (two or more chronic conditions at the same time).
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